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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór.
Welcome to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition. Thank you for your entry and keep up the great work. 

Your group is quite remarkable in that your core numbers are small yet the projects you have undertaken are 
sizeable. The ability to draw on a pool of between 40 – 60 volunteers for regular & one off work events makes the 
insurmountable possible. The loss of those on TUS placement has impacted severely on the workload of many Tidy 
Towns groups across the country. However, those individuals taking responsibility for an area without seeking 
accolades are to be saluted. Also, your new logos are very attractive.

Having a seat at the table on the Wicklow Town Team is essential & your active engagement with the relevant 
public bodies & agencies is clearly paying dividends. Your involvement with other groups in the private & not for 
profit sectors draws in more volunteers, proves a wider audience for the Tidy Towns message & facilitates the 
sharing of ideas, resources & projects. The diversity & range of the groups is impressive. While the adjudicator was 
aware of the vast majority of the groups, the marine environmental charity, Flossie & the Beach Cleaners was news.

It is heartening to see that all members of the community are welcomed into your fold & the interaction is mutually 
beneficial – direct provision centre residents & Sunbeam House clients. The involvement of the business community 
in providing services free of charge (logos, leaflets, event signage) or discounted, donating plants & materials, 
publicity, advice etc is testament to the value they place on your ongoing work.

The use of media channels to reach the community is critical & it was with interest that your adjudicator read the 
broadsheet articles on littering & the perspectives of a new member of the community.  In order to garner & maintain 
interest in the Tidy Towns work, various topics need to be covered as you have successfully done this past year.
Indeed regular contact with schools has been impacted however this has not prevented you from working with the 
Sea & Beaver Scouts on the Kindness Rocks project & educating the Girl Guides on your projects. Transition Year 
students completing their Gaisce awards are a treasure trove of energy & enthusiasm & it is heartening to hear 
some remain with you – next generation on board. We look forward to hearing more on each school’s Green Flag 
programs next year & there are such benefits to be garnered by good relationships with parent associations.
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There is no doubt we all have a greater appreciation of our local areas post lockdown. What an excellent idea to 
build on what had commenced initially with 2 storyboards with the addition of 7 storyboards on the Heritage Trail. A 
wonderful way for visitors & locals alike to gain an insight into Wicklow’s history in bite sized pieces & your 
adjudicator enjoyed the history lesson. Are there plans for a map to accompany or be included on the Heritage Trail 
leaflet? The free 2 hour walking tour of the trail on a Saturday morning is a bonus & the videos on Wicklow Town 
website are superb. Delighted to see the trail was opened with fanfare, as it should be. The back lighting of some of 
these locations as seen on social media really makes them pop at night. Is it envisaged that each of the 25 points of 
interest will have a storyboard in time?

Fitzwilliam Square is a wonderful asset in the town & a magnificent focal point. It was wonderful to see it function as 
an Art Gallery in June similar to Merrion Square. There are some striking business facades that provide interest & 
colour – Bridge Street Books & Hopkins to mention just two.

South Quay is a lovely open spot after coming through the built environment & makes the most of a viewing point 
with its historical significance highlighted on the information plaque. Another good example of what can be achieved 
when groups work together as you have done with Wicklow Lions Club. 

Your recommendation to visit New Pier brought a smile as your adjudicator paid a visit to Wicklow post lockdown & 
the New Quay with the gallery of boats, ship & lifeboats on its wall was the first place we were taken to walk. Such 
an apt art display on a pier & the detail of each vessel demonstrates such talent. Perhaps an Art Trail is worth 
consideration, you certainly have quite a number of locations to incorporate.

What an intriguing story re the post boxes – how many times we pass such street furniture & simply do not notice 
their existence. Your adjudicator located 4! Next year’s adjudicator will be interested to note if the submission was 
successful & what further plans you have to highlight these gems. This would be an interesting topic for an article in 
the Tidy Towns Newsletter. 

Many towns are introducing different traffic systems to make town centres more appealing for pedestrians, cyclists & 
al fresco dining. The results at the end of the trial period will be of interest to all the community. Using planters to 
separate traffic lanes & public spaces does indeed add to your maintenance program. Have the council offered 
assistance? It was noted that Market Square and The Mall are benefiting from Failte Ireland’s outdoor dining 
scheme. 

The Town & Village Renewal scheme is revitalizing many locations. The funding to link the town centre to the port 
through the laneways of Doctor’s Steps, Salthouse Lane & Quarantine Hill will allow your concept to materialize. Do 
keep us informed of its progress in your annual submissions & we look forward to visiting the rejuvenated spaces in 
the years ahead. The mural on Salthouse Lane is a perfect example of how art can transform a space particularly 
when contrasted with Doctor’s Steps laneway. Your future plans for Brickfield Lane entrance & improvements to the 
Mall will all contribute to the enhancement of the town centre. 

Increased demand for housing, the new grant to assist in buying derelict properties & the derelict site levy all are 
combining to reduce the stock of derelict properties across the country, slowly but surely. Each community 
experiences both relief & joy when new owners renovate these properties. Your approaches to date to the known 
owners have been positive. What a generous benefactor to offer to fund the cost of repainting the façade of some of 
these sites and the effect has been transformative. It is quite astonishing how a lick of paint to a façade lifts a whole 
street as seen on The Mall. The repurposing of unoccupied buildings is the best strategy & your new library is an 
excellent example. Are there any future plans for the vacant Courthouse or Bay View Hotel? Your contact with the 
relevant minister bore dividends & the painted railings present the Courthouse in the best possible light. Your usage 
of unoccupied buildings to display information on what to do in Wicklow is engaging, colourful & a smart use of an 
empty window – great potential for forthcoming events/projects, children & adult art works, energy saving ideas, 
shop window for local makers & small businesses etc. 

The value of a fresh coat of paint on a well-prepared surface can never be underestimated. Too many times railings, 
poles & other structural street hardware is ignored. Thus your plans to engage with Wicklow Municipal District on 
the painting of all pedestrian crossing railings are timely as many of the town’s street hardware is well overdue 
maintenance. It was good to see the work had commenced in Market Square. A survey of redundant poles would 
reduce this workload for the future.

Is graffiti vandalism or art? Many cities like Berlin & Amsterdam have embraced graffiti as a cultural asset & bring 
tourists on guided trips. It has been used in some Irish towns to revitalize public spaces e.g. Art Ways of Ennis, 
Waterford Walls etc. However when it does not have a context as seen in the photos you provided it is difficult to 
view it as anything other than vandalism. For the moment whilst frustrating & time consuming, cleaning & repainting 
are the only options & the offer of assistance from skilled trades people is encouraging. Perhaps there are public 
areas or street infrastructure that could be utilized as open air canvases & street artists invited to create art under a 
chosen theme.

Compliments to the photographers who contribute stunning images of Wicklow Town which you shared on your 
social media platforms. The new Welcome to Wicklow Town signs are eye catching, colourful & informative, a real 
addition to the streetscape.
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wonderful way for visitors & locals alike to gain an insight into Wicklow’s history in bite sized pieces & your 
adjudicator enjoyed the history lesson. Are there plans for a map to accompany or be included on the Heritage Trail 
leaflet? The free 2 hour walking tour of the trail on a Saturday morning is a bonus & the videos on Wicklow Town 
website are superb. Delighted to see the trail was opened with fanfare, as it should be. The back lighting of some of 
these locations as seen on social media really makes them pop at night. Is it envisaged that each of the 25 points of 
interest will have a storyboard in time?

Fitzwilliam Square is a wonderful asset in the town & a magnificent focal point. It was wonderful to see it function as 
an Art Gallery in June similar to Merrion Square. There are some striking business facades that provide interest & 
colour – Bridge Street Books & Hopkins to mention just two.

South Quay is a lovely open spot after coming through the built environment & makes the most of a viewing point 
with its historical significance highlighted on the information plaque. Another good example of what can be achieved 
when groups work together as you have done with Wicklow Lions Club. 

Your recommendation to visit New Pier brought a smile as your adjudicator paid a visit to Wicklow post lockdown & 
the New Quay with the gallery of boats, ship & lifeboats on its wall was the first place we were taken to walk. Such 
an apt art display on a pier & the detail of each vessel demonstrates such talent. Perhaps an Art Trail is worth 
consideration, you certainly have quite a number of locations to incorporate.

What an intriguing story re the post boxes – how many times we pass such street furniture & simply do not notice 
their existence. Your adjudicator located 4! Next year’s adjudicator will be interested to note if the submission was 
successful & what further plans you have to highlight these gems. This would be an interesting topic for an article in 
the Tidy Towns Newsletter. 

Many towns are introducing different traffic systems to make town centres more appealing for pedestrians, cyclists & 
al fresco dining. The results at the end of the trial period will be of interest to all the community. Using planters to 
separate traffic lanes & public spaces does indeed add to your maintenance program. Have the council offered 
assistance? It was noted that Market Square and The Mall are benefiting from Failte Ireland’s outdoor dining 
scheme. 

The Town & Village Renewal scheme is revitalizing many locations. The funding to link the town centre to the port 
through the laneways of Doctor’s Steps, Salthouse Lane & Quarantine Hill will allow your concept to materialize. Do 
keep us informed of its progress in your annual submissions & we look forward to visiting the rejuvenated spaces in 
the years ahead. The mural on Salthouse Lane is a perfect example of how art can transform a space particularly 
when contrasted with Doctor’s Steps laneway. Your future plans for Brickfield Lane entrance & improvements to the 
Mall will all contribute to the enhancement of the town centre. 

Increased demand for housing, the new grant to assist in buying derelict properties & the derelict site levy all are 
combining to reduce the stock of derelict properties across the country, slowly but surely. Each community 
experiences both relief & joy when new owners renovate these properties. Your approaches to date to the known 
owners have been positive. What a generous benefactor to offer to fund the cost of repainting the façade of some of 
these sites and the effect has been transformative. It is quite astonishing how a lick of paint to a façade lifts a whole 
street as seen on The Mall. The repurposing of unoccupied buildings is the best strategy & your new library is an 
excellent example. Are there any future plans for the vacant Courthouse or Bay View Hotel? Your contact with the 
relevant minister bore dividends & the painted railings present the Courthouse in the best possible light. Your usage 
of unoccupied buildings to display information on what to do in Wicklow is engaging, colourful & a smart use of an 
empty window – great potential for forthcoming events/projects, children & adult art works, energy saving ideas, 
shop window for local makers & small businesses etc. 

The value of a fresh coat of paint on a well-prepared surface can never be underestimated. Too many times railings, 
poles & other structural street hardware is ignored. Thus your plans to engage with Wicklow Municipal District on 
the painting of all pedestrian crossing railings are timely as many of the town’s street hardware is well overdue 
maintenance. It was good to see the work had commenced in Market Square. A survey of redundant poles would 
reduce this workload for the future.

Is graffiti vandalism or art? Many cities like Berlin & Amsterdam have embraced graffiti as a cultural asset & bring 
tourists on guided trips. It has been used in some Irish towns to revitalize public spaces e.g. Art Ways of Ennis, 
Waterford Walls etc. However when it does not have a context as seen in the photos you provided it is difficult to 
view it as anything other than vandalism. For the moment whilst frustrating & time consuming, cleaning & repainting 
are the only options & the offer of assistance from skilled trades people is encouraging. Perhaps there are public 
areas or street infrastructure that could be utilized as open air canvases & street artists invited to create art under a 
chosen theme.

Compliments to the photographers who contribute stunning images of Wicklow Town which you shared on your 
social media platforms. The new Welcome to Wicklow Town signs are eye catching, colourful & informative, a real 
addition to the streetscape.

Thank you for including the photos showcasing the displays of spring bulbs, winter colours & thriving autumnal 
shrubs. As adjudicators, we see only a season’s display & it is wonderful to see how a location looks at other times 
of the year. Featuring the bulb planting at Marlton Road & Bachelor’s Walk on social media is a good reminder for 
residents to follow suit.

Bachelor’s Walk planting scheme is stunning – the stone surrounds, trees standing in majesty, great all year round 
cover. The long vista is simply breathtaking and quite the variety of perennials. The Mall’s colourful planting has 
such a positive impact on the area & was resplendent on the day of adjudication. The small green areas at 
Quarantine Hill, Castle Street & The Orchard are oases for the residents & walkers. Wicklow Gaol has some lovely 
mature planting areas that would benefit for a little more attention. It was surprising to see some of the Fitzwilliam 
Square planters devoid of plants in such a prime location. You have the opportunity to split perennials & use these 
in a themed planting scheme. The Fire Station’s façade colour was matched well with their front garden displays! 

Your work on the Japanese themed Peace Roundabout garden with the cherry blossom tree & pink & white tulips 
planted beneath in springtime. There must be an interesting story of how this commemoration plaque came to be 
placed here. 

Indeed, horsetail is a deep-rooted invasive perennial weed & as you have experienced rapidly colonises a site. 
Although it has its uses as it is a natural source of silica & used to fight nail fungal infections. The photo provided of 
the RNLI bed before you tackled it was a clear indication of the level of work involved in simply uncovering the box 
hedges from the carpet of horsetail. Controlling it even when dug out is difficult due to its tremendous root system. It 
may require several years of regular removing until it is eradicated. On adjudication day, it was obviously in 
preparation mode as it was devoid of greenery. Your plans for the RNLI bed with the inclusion of an anchor are 
appropriate. No doubt you will refer to the new All Ireland Pollinator Plan when considering your planting schema.

You are very fortunate that community members donate pollinator friendly plants raised in their gardens that can be 
incorporated into your landscaping plans. How apt to situate the plant “fishing rod” at the Urban Orchard alongside 
the estuary! The inclusion of edible beds with fruit bushes at Barrow Green is to be encouraged as they work well in 
public spaces. If you ever need inspiration in the area of incorporating edibles into your green spaces & landscaping 
plans, look up Incredible Edibles & Pam Warhurst. 

Your plans for the memorial garden at The Murrough in conjunction with the Men’s Shed & WMD will allow the 
space to add value rather than detract from the area. There is so much potential at The Murroughs as the facilities 
already there were being well used – skate park, playground, dog park, picnic tables & promenade. Once again, we 
look forward to seeing its progress in your next submission.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:



of the year. Featuring the bulb planting at Marlton Road & Bachelor’s Walk on social media is a good reminder for 
residents to follow suit.

Bachelor’s Walk planting scheme is stunning – the stone surrounds, trees standing in majesty, great all year round 
cover. The long vista is simply breathtaking and quite the variety of perennials. The Mall’s colourful planting has 
such a positive impact on the area & was resplendent on the day of adjudication. The small green areas at 
Quarantine Hill, Castle Street & The Orchard are oases for the residents & walkers. Wicklow Gaol has some lovely 
mature planting areas that would benefit for a little more attention. It was surprising to see some of the Fitzwilliam 
Square planters devoid of plants in such a prime location. You have the opportunity to split perennials & use these 
in a themed planting scheme. The Fire Station’s façade colour was matched well with their front garden displays! 

Your work on the Japanese themed Peace Roundabout garden with the cherry blossom tree & pink & white tulips 
planted beneath in springtime. There must be an interesting story of how this commemoration plaque came to be 
placed here. 

Indeed, horsetail is a deep-rooted invasive perennial weed & as you have experienced rapidly colonises a site. 
Although it has its uses as it is a natural source of silica & used to fight nail fungal infections. The photo provided of 
the RNLI bed before you tackled it was a clear indication of the level of work involved in simply uncovering the box 
hedges from the carpet of horsetail. Controlling it even when dug out is difficult due to its tremendous root system. It 
may require several years of regular removing until it is eradicated. On adjudication day, it was obviously in 
preparation mode as it was devoid of greenery. Your plans for the RNLI bed with the inclusion of an anchor are 
appropriate. No doubt you will refer to the new All Ireland Pollinator Plan when considering your planting schema.

You are very fortunate that community members donate pollinator friendly plants raised in their gardens that can be 
incorporated into your landscaping plans. How apt to situate the plant “fishing rod” at the Urban Orchard alongside 
the estuary! The inclusion of edible beds with fruit bushes at Barrow Green is to be encouraged as they work well in 
public spaces. If you ever need inspiration in the area of incorporating edibles into your green spaces & landscaping 
plans, look up Incredible Edibles & Pam Warhurst. 

Your plans for the memorial garden at The Murrough in conjunction with the Men’s Shed & WMD will allow the 
space to add value rather than detract from the area. There is so much potential at The Murroughs as the facilities 
already there were being well used – skate park, playground, dog park, picnic tables & promenade. Once again, we 
look forward to seeing its progress in your next submission.

It is a boost to all Tidy Towns groups in Wicklow that the County Council are moving away from chemical weed 
control in order to protect biodiversity in addition to a reduced mowing regime.  These changes help the public 
readjust the views on bowling green lawns & “weeds”. Just 8 dandelions produce enough nectar to meet an adult 
bumblebee’s baseline energy needs. Your use of Green Rocks poster to highlight the humble dandelion was apt. A 
typical lawn has 17 daisies on a one-metre square patch, and a smattering of buttercups and dandelions, with 
germander speedwell and field forget-me-nots the next most likely plants to be seen. Embracing a little more 
wildness in our public spaces can be a boon for plants, butterflies and bees. 

Your planting is certainly attracting the insects as can be seen from your social media photos & great to see you 
educate the community on the best plants to sow for bees. Education in bite sized pieces is the way to go – a little & 
often. Are you aware of the Flower Insect Timed (FIT) Count – a great way to get children involved in this area & a 
good inroad to school engagement. There are so many opportunities through Biodiversity Data Centre to get the 
schools involved in monitoring & survey initiatives in addition to spotter sheets. www.biodiversityireland.ie There are 
also presently grants administered by NPWS for small recording projects undertaken by communities. 
https://www.npws.ie/news/npws-grants-small-recording-projects-2022-0 

Were any of your committee members or volunteers able to attend the Council’s workshop on Community Actions 
for Biodiversity? If yes, were attendees able to glean new information to put to good use? You are probably aware 
that Biodiversity Ireland has free online courses & these would be worth highlighting on your social media. 

There is nothing quite like picking fruit fresh from a tree or shrub & yours are producing well at the Urban Orchard. 
Well done on retaining 80% of the donated tree saplings. Where are you hoping to plant these? Trees on the Land 
is another initiative working to establish native trees & they accept applications for trees although closed for this 
year, it would be worth putting your name on the list. Other sources of saplings include DC for Bees 
(https://www.hostinireland.com/dc-s-for-bees) - fruit trees, and Easy Treesie (https://easytreesie.com/). Some of 
your existing maturing trees are being negatively impacted by the surrounding steel railings – a survey on these & 
advice from the local Environmental Awareness Officer would be most beneficial. On Leitrim Place, a number of 
trees require removal & replacement.

Delighted to see that the Men’s Shed hedgehog houses were occupied over the winter – what a success, full 
occupancy. Were the bug hotels as popular with guests? Well done on informing the public on what to feed the local 
duck population with the signs at Parnell Bridge especially when the town has rafts of ducks. Wicklow Town 
residents are so fortunate to have red kites flying overhead, what a glorious sight. It would be interesting to know if 
any of the swift boxes at the Abbey have been occupied this year. Once again the photographers who capture your 
wildlife in the estuary & share on social media show how vibrant the area is for nature. On the day of adjudication, 4 
little egrets, 3 herons & a buzzard were spotted on the River Walk.

As this topic, Biodiversity is one of the 8 Green Flag themes, it would be interesting to know if any of the schools are 
either working towards it or have achieved it. If any of the schools have dedicated Green Schools program 
coordinators, do work with them on making use of the resources provided by the Biodiversity Data Centre 
(referenced above).

This is an area in which you are underselling your achievements so do include in your submission more on wildlife 
sightings (as seen on your social media), occupancy of constructed wildlife “homes” etc. The potential of your River 
Walk & Nature Trail is untapped presently & your Environmental Awareness Officer will assist you.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:



As this topic, Biodiversity is one of the 8 Green Flag themes, it would be interesting to know if any of the schools are 
either working towards it or have achieved it. If any of the schools have dedicated Green Schools program 
coordinators, do work with them on making use of the resources provided by the Biodiversity Data Centre 
(referenced above).

This is an area in which you are underselling your achievements so do include in your submission more on wildlife 
sightings (as seen on your social media), occupancy of constructed wildlife “homes” etc. The potential of your River 
Walk & Nature Trail is untapped presently & your Environmental Awareness Officer will assist you.

Congratulations on engaging the media on the issue of deep littering – as the adage goes “A picture is worth a 
thousand words”. The photos of the filled fishing containers & bags of empty cans was a stark reminder of the 
littering issue as are the results of your 4-month survey. It is significant that the contents of over 70% of the bags 
could be diverted from landfill to recycling. Great to see your article also in Issue 4 of the Tidy Towns Newsletter – 
very informative & eye opening while recognizing it takes work to segregate waste & is not the most pleasant of 
tasks. It would be hoped that the bottle & can deposit & return scheme, due to launch in September this year, would 
reduce these numbers.

The other item of litter appearing with regularity is the disposable mask. Well done on highlighting Wild Ireland’s 
poster – the implications of incorrect disposal are stark.

Regular monitoring & pickups are essential for bottle bank locations. Unfortunately the actions of one or two people 
can set the standard of use as you saw with the empty planters. Your engagement with the site operators to 
increase the frequency of collection & cleaning is the best approach. On the day of adjudication, both sites were 
clean & well presented.

The removal of weeds & detrus from cobblestones is time consuming but the impact post completion is immediate & 
striking. On adjudication day, it was clear this job was in the process of completion on Bachelor’s Walk & also at the 
paved area at the Urban Orchard. The removal of weeds from kerb sides & edging of green areas creates a tidy 
vista & again requires a maintenance schedule. Many of the lanes off The Mall had weeds at premises boundary 
walls in addition to litter as had the steps at the Courthouse. There is a need for more regular litterbin collections 
especially at Fitzwilliam Square as on adjudication day the area was badly littered & the bins full to capacity. 
Unfortunately there were quite a number of incidents of casual littering at various areas throughout the town, which 
was disappointing. Many communities have adopted different approaches to try to resolve or reduce littering – 
Plogging; Pick A Patch; Adopt A Spot; Bin The Butt etc. It’s a work in progress for all groups.  

There are graffiti “artists” at work throughout the town & the results are not beneficial in addition to the additional 
work involved in cleanup. As referenced earlier, it may be a future proofing method to introduce a “street art” 
competition to channel these artistic endeavours. The stunning Salthouse Lane mural remains untouched due to 
professional respect. Again other communities have held art competitions & the winners have their art installed on 
ESB substations, public walls, street furniture etc.

Continuing to promote the message of owners cleaning up their dog poo is unfortunately necessary & any media 
article reinforcing the message is worth sharing - even posters with a direct message! It was noticed that there are 
both rigid notices on poles & stickers on bins, is there a need for both?

It is heartening though to see the support you receive to keep Wicklow tidy in addition to your regular weekly 
schedule - ICA’s Walk & Weed (catchy slogan), litter picks by local businesses, big beach clean in September and 
encouraging to see young children recognize where litter should be placed! As you have already taken on one of 
Clean Coasts’s challenges, do consider their other initiatives & campaigns www.cleancoasts.org and perhaps in 
time you might enter for the Green Coast Award. Many costal communities make good use of the stand alone 2 
Minute Beach Clean.

Congratulations on getting your Energy Master Plan over the line. It is a significant volume of work to get it to this 
stage & now you have the plan, the real work begins. Equally exciting & daunting! It will be interesting to read next 
year how the Energy Awareness Day in June 2022 was received. Events like this held locally provide an opportunity 
to the community to ask the questions they have been pondering & given the current situation re sky rocketing 
energy costs, more people are focused on how to reduce their energy bills. Certainly the Smoothie Bike was a 
crowd pleaser! 

Your 3-year Energy Plan is ambitious in particular for Year 1 however we wish you all the best & look forward to 
further detail on how the remaining 6 objectives are met.

Leading by example & education are key factors in bringing the community with you in moving from a linear to a 
circular economy. As a group, your adoption of no herbicide use, maintaining path edges manually, using 
rechargeable garden equipment, establishing a book library, reusing plant containers, diverting green waste from 
landfill to mention just a few initiatives all demonstrate what is possible. Having Wicklow County Council now adopt 
a chemical free weed control program, a reduced mowing regime & create plastic bags from recycled plastic 
reinforces how change can occur. The wee library’s housing at the Urban Orchard doubles as an art installation.

You make great use of social media to promote the circular economy - promoting MyWaste.ie & preloved gifts, 
rechargeable batteries, October Reuse Month, classes in recycling, sharing recycling examples from abroad and 
many more. The installation of EV charging points & bicycle parking racks in prominent locations is encouraging as 
is the solar car park at the council buildings.

The pandemic made us all acutely aware of where our food comes from & how easily supply chains are disrupted. 
This combined with food miles has focused consumers. Wicklow’s Naturally October Feast held in Fitzwilliam 
Square is a great way to showcase local food & drink, highlight food waste & environmental awareness. Well done 
on promoting the event.

Urban planting of fruit trees & bushes – blackcurrant, blackberry, blueberries & red currant in addition to the urban 
orchard show what can be achieved in small-allocated spaces. The multi use nature of the urban orchard is great to 
see with both artists & wildlife. Are any of the schools involved with Agri Aware’s Incredible Edibles program? It may 
be an opportunity for some input from you.

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:



There are graffiti “artists” at work throughout the town & the results are not beneficial in addition to the additional 
work involved in cleanup. As referenced earlier, it may be a future proofing method to introduce a “street art” 
competition to channel these artistic endeavours. The stunning Salthouse Lane mural remains untouched due to 
professional respect. Again other communities have held art competitions & the winners have their art installed on 
ESB substations, public walls, street furniture etc.

Continuing to promote the message of owners cleaning up their dog poo is unfortunately necessary & any media 
article reinforcing the message is worth sharing - even posters with a direct message! It was noticed that there are 
both rigid notices on poles & stickers on bins, is there a need for both?

It is heartening though to see the support you receive to keep Wicklow tidy in addition to your regular weekly 
schedule - ICA’s Walk & Weed (catchy slogan), litter picks by local businesses, big beach clean in September and 
encouraging to see young children recognize where litter should be placed! As you have already taken on one of 
Clean Coasts’s challenges, do consider their other initiatives & campaigns www.cleancoasts.org and perhaps in 
time you might enter for the Green Coast Award. Many costal communities make good use of the stand alone 2 
Minute Beach Clean.

Residents associations help make their neighbourhoods better places in which to live and the evidence is there to 
prove the case. For new estates there are handbooks produced by various county councils on how to set up & run 
such a group. 

Many Tidy Towns groups hold Best Garden & Tidy Estates competition – in Tullamore these are sponsored by the 
local Credit Union. A little competitive spirit tends to raise the overall standard.
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It was a pleasure to experience Wicklow for the first time in many years on a beautiful summer day the first stop 
being the car park overlooking the golf course affording a wonderful scenic view of Glen Beach Cliff Walk with the 
wildlife details on the Interpretative panel offering a good insight into Wicklow’s natural heritage; an excellent 
introduction to what lies ahead within the town. In addition to being beautiful the new logos reflect the quality of life 
aspired to for the community. This adjudicator loved the ‘Ireland Rocks’ project, there’s something lovely about 
taking one and leaving one that you’ve painted yourself, it generates a sense of connection and social inclusion. 
The Tidy Towns group is congratulated on their new status as a legal entity, keep us updated on its advantages / 
disadvantages when possible.   

The visitor is not disappointed upon arrival in the town centre with its beautiful streetscapes comprised of handsome 
buildings, wire-scape free vistas, attractive street furniture, including public lighting, and lots of seated amenity areas 
in nicely surfaced public spaces; the number of outdoor dining places adds to the lovely ambience of Wicklow town. 
Artwork and murals add an artistic touch throughout including artwork along the New Pier. Public buildings were 
admired also especially the Town Hall, Library and the Garda Station. The Heritage Trail with its 24 points of interest 
add a further dimension to what the town has to offer. Your submission to the Wicklow County Development Plan 
regarding the heritage post boxes is favourably noted alongside maintenance projects at Fitzwilliam Square and 
South Quay. We wish the Tidy Towns group a successful outcome on future projects including negotiations on 
vacant / derelict premises.

Expansive well managed green spaces, many with seated amenity areas, trees and flower displays are a most 
attractive feature of Wicklow town. We note your rehabilitation of the old RNLI bed and look forward to seeing it 
mature over the next few years. The new Sensory Garden reflecting the culture of Japan is a welcome addition to 
the town’s potential for universal accessibility; the Urban Orchard initiative is excellent also.  Landscaping for 
year-round colour and interest and of course for biodiversity both in containers and beds is laudable. The WCC 
initiative on Trialling the reduced mowing regime and the use of a natural weedkiller will enhance biodiversity, keep 
us updated on outcomes.  The river walk with heritage panels is delightful.

Congratulations on Wicklow town’s status as a Sustainable Energy Community with your own Energy Master Plan 
with its specific focus on the fabric o buildings and transport, we anticipate interesting reports in the coming years. 
By the time this report has been published your Energy Awareness Day on June 18th will have passed, no doubt it 
will have been a great success with all the contributors listed to be in attendance. Your recycling activities continue 
with an well informed emphasis on plant containers and polystyrene being returned to the nursery. The recycling 
point is well positioned and accessible at its location within the town car park.

It is quite illuminating that only four of fifteen bags of rubbish collected actually went to landfill with the remainder 
suitable for recycling. Your excellent analysis of the litter collected showed the type of litter, is there an indication of 
its source? Is it traffic generated, school related or other?  Knowing this may equip you to prevent at least some of it 
at source by developing a customised strategy. Overall litter control was quite good in Wicklow town on second 
adjudication day however, some was spotted on Quarantine Hill with some dereliction on New Street. Wire-scape 
on some streets create visual clutter together with outsized advertisement hoardings. The litter collection bags made 
from recycled plastic is a ‘First’ for this adjudicator, no doubt they will become the norm in time.

Liaison between the Tidy Towns group and residents Associations is fruitful with an input from the group on 
pollinator friendly planting, litter management and weed control. Dwellings within the town both in the centre and 
estates indicate an interest and commitment to the environment.

Entrances to Wicklow Town are welcoming with good quality name-plates and sensitively managed environs. Street 
furniture is attractively presented also and street nameplates helps the uninitiated to negotiate the town. Road and 
footpath surfaces are good most especially within the town centre. Car parks look well and cycle lanes clearly 
delineated; bicycle stands are favourably acknowledged together with EV charging points; we note your 
commitment to air quality. Liaison with Tesco regarding soft landscaping for their circulation area will no doubt bring 
about the desired results.   
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Concluding Remarks:
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taking one and leaving one that you’ve painted yourself, it generates a sense of connection and social inclusion. 
The Tidy Towns group is congratulated on their new status as a legal entity, keep us updated on its advantages / 
disadvantages when possible.   

The visitor is not disappointed upon arrival in the town centre with its beautiful streetscapes comprised of handsome 
buildings, wire-scape free vistas, attractive street furniture, including public lighting, and lots of seated amenity areas 
in nicely surfaced public spaces; the number of outdoor dining places adds to the lovely ambience of Wicklow town. 
Artwork and murals add an artistic touch throughout including artwork along the New Pier. Public buildings were 
admired also especially the Town Hall, Library and the Garda Station. The Heritage Trail with its 24 points of interest 
add a further dimension to what the town has to offer. Your submission to the Wicklow County Development Plan 
regarding the heritage post boxes is favourably noted alongside maintenance projects at Fitzwilliam Square and 
South Quay. We wish the Tidy Towns group a successful outcome on future projects including negotiations on 
vacant / derelict premises.

Expansive well managed green spaces, many with seated amenity areas, trees and flower displays are a most 
attractive feature of Wicklow town. We note your rehabilitation of the old RNLI bed and look forward to seeing it 
mature over the next few years. The new Sensory Garden reflecting the culture of Japan is a welcome addition to 
the town’s potential for universal accessibility; the Urban Orchard initiative is excellent also.  Landscaping for 
year-round colour and interest and of course for biodiversity both in containers and beds is laudable. The WCC 
initiative on Trialling the reduced mowing regime and the use of a natural weedkiller will enhance biodiversity, keep 
us updated on outcomes.  The river walk with heritage panels is delightful.

Congratulations on Wicklow town’s status as a Sustainable Energy Community with your own Energy Master Plan 
with its specific focus on the fabric o buildings and transport, we anticipate interesting reports in the coming years. 
By the time this report has been published your Energy Awareness Day on June 18th will have passed, no doubt it 
will have been a great success with all the contributors listed to be in attendance. Your recycling activities continue 
with an well informed emphasis on plant containers and polystyrene being returned to the nursery. The recycling 
point is well positioned and accessible at its location within the town car park.

It is quite illuminating that only four of fifteen bags of rubbish collected actually went to landfill with the remainder 
suitable for recycling. Your excellent analysis of the litter collected showed the type of litter, is there an indication of 
its source? Is it traffic generated, school related or other?  Knowing this may equip you to prevent at least some of it 
at source by developing a customised strategy. Overall litter control was quite good in Wicklow town on second 
adjudication day however, some was spotted on Quarantine Hill with some dereliction on New Street. Wire-scape 
on some streets create visual clutter together with outsized advertisement hoardings. The litter collection bags made 
from recycled plastic is a ‘First’ for this adjudicator, no doubt they will become the norm in time.

Liaison between the Tidy Towns group and residents Associations is fruitful with an input from the group on 
pollinator friendly planting, litter management and weed control. Dwellings within the town both in the centre and 
estates indicate an interest and commitment to the environment.

Entrances to Wicklow Town are welcoming with good quality name-plates and sensitively managed environs. Street 
furniture is attractively presented also and street nameplates helps the uninitiated to negotiate the town. Road and 
footpath surfaces are good most especially within the town centre. Car parks look well and cycle lanes clearly 
delineated; bicycle stands are favourably acknowledged together with EV charging points; we note your 
commitment to air quality. Liaison with Tesco regarding soft landscaping for their circulation area will no doubt bring 
about the desired results.
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